Introduction
The verb save can encode different meanings in the same syntactic configuration, as exemplified in (1).
(1) a. John saved his boss the business letters. b. The director saved the section chief the trouble of sacking Bill. c. Steve saved Mary cooking time.
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(LDOCE2) In (1a), John's boss is expected to receive the business letters at some future point in time. Sentence (1b) encodes an event in which the director changes a situation so that the section chief does not have to sack Bill. The section chief is the one who is released from the unpleasant task of sacking Bill. In (1c), Steve's action brings about a situation in which Mary need not use her time as originally planned so that she comes to have part of her cooking time available for some other purpose. In sentence (1d), if the addressee meets the specified condition, he may cut the spending in question by f1.
Of these uses of ditransitive save, the uses exemplified by (1a, b) have been reported sporadically in previous analyses of ditransitive expressions. Ditransitive save like (la), encoding "X intends Y to have Z," can be paraphrased with the preposition for, as in (2), displaying the so-called benefactive alternation (e.g. Green (1974) , Levin (1993) ).
(2)
John saved the business letters for his boss. This sense of save differs from the one encoding "X causes Y not to have Z," illustrated in (1b), with respect to passivization, as shown by the following contrast (Huddleston (1971) ):
(3) a. *His boss was saved the business letters. b. The section chief was saved the trouble of sacking Bill. Although ditransitive expressions have been extensively studied, there are some questions which have escaped the attention of analysts so far. First, note that example (la) have the reading of "X intends Y to have Z" and example (1b) the reading of "X causes Y not to have Z," but the revserse is not the case: (1a) does not denote John's causing his boss not to have the business letters; (1b) does not describe an event in which the director intends the section chief to have the trouble of saking Bill. Why is this so? While much has been shown about the set of verbs that can appear in the ditransitive form, it remains to be explained why the uses in (1a, b) obtain the interpretations they do. Second, the uses of save illustrated in (1c, d) have not been explored. Thus it has not been examined how the uses of save exemplified by (1) are related to one another. There seem to be some reasons why the same verb is used to express different meanings.
The questions we have posed just above are concerned with some idiosyncratic properties of an individual lexical item. One might see these questions as something that should be postponed until more global phenomena are elucidated and moreover ask whether it is a worthwhile endeavor to try to explain such relatively idiosyncratic phenomena. However, I believe that our questions are worth exploring. As Kay and Fillmore (1994) claim, to know what is general one has to know what is non-general and vice versa. Since one cannot understand the core without understanding the periphery, it is important to delve into details and decrease the area of vagueness. Thus in the case of ditransitive expressions, I believe that we can make some progress in this area by means of a detailed working-out of the questions about save sentences. I therefore work on the details of ditransitive save.
Kay and Fillmore (1994) convincingly argue that a theory which either ignores data not conforming to the theory or leaves them to be accounted for separately cannot be an empirically credible one. This is one of the main points of Construction Grammar (e.g. Lakoff (1987) , Fillmore, Kay, and O'Connor (1988) , Kay and Fillmore (1994) ). The commitment of Construction Grammar is to account for the entirety of a language. A constructional approach thus aims to provide a system which accommodates all the patterns of the language, from the most idiomatic to the most general. This theory seeks an explanation for the interaction between relatively local phenomena and relatively global phenomena.
I accept this basic tenet of the theory of Construction Grammar.
Section 2 introduces some rudiments of the mechanisms of Construction Grammar as background to the analysis that follows. Sections 3 proposes three background frames that will prove useful in explaining save sentences. Section 4 presents a detailed account of the uses of ditransitive save. Section 5 demonstrates that the present approach can succeed where approaches ignoring these frames fail.
2. Construction Grammar Goldberg (1995) presents an analysis of ditransitive expressions within the theory of Construction Grammar.
Section 2.1 overviews her analysis. Goldberg proposes that verbs should involve frame-semantic meanings. Section 2.2 comments that pursuing some larger goal, Goldberg does not devote a good deal of space to the frame-based description of verb meaning. Section 2.3 tries to have a good grasp of the notion of a frame, which plays an important role in explaining save sentences.
2.1. Goldberg (1995 ) Goldberg (1995 regards the ditransitive argument structure as a grammatical construction, which is defined as a form-meaning pair, i.e. a pairing of a configuration of syntactic elements with a meaning and/or use. The rationale for positing the ditransitive construction is that the syntax and semantics of ditransitive expressions are not predictable from the rest of the grammar. In the ditransitive configuration, two nonpredicative noun phrases occur directly after the verb. This configuration is unique and the fact that English allows this configuration is not predictable from other constructions in the language. That the ditransitive construction itself carries meaning, independently of the lexical items involved, is illusrated by the following example.
(4) Sally baked her sister a cake. This sentence describes the event of Sally's baking a cake with the intention of giving it to her sister. This intended transfer sense is associated directly with the construction in order to avoid an ad hoc verb sense occurring only in a particular construction.1
In Goldberg's analysis, a given verb can appear in a given construction when the event type denoted by the verb is related to the one denoted by the construction in certain ways. The verb bake can be used ditransitively, as in (4), because the event of baking can be seen as a precondition of the event of transfer. To take two more examples, hand and kick allow ditransitive syntax, as exemplified by (5) and (6). The events denoted by hand and kick can be understood as a subtype and a means of the event of transfer, respectively. (5) She handed him the ball. (6) Joe kicked Bill the ball. In the case of verbs which inherently encode the act of giving, including give, pass, and hand, the meaning of the verb is redundant with that of the construction.
By contrast, in the case of verbs which do not lexically encode transfer, including bake, the sense of transfer is contributed by the construction.
The integration of a verb and a construction is expressed in terms of 1 Goldberg takes the ditransitive construction as a case of constructional polysemy, i.e., the same syntactic configuration is paired with distinct but related senses. This study is less committal to this view. See van der Leek (1996) and Kay (1996) for discussion of the idea of constructinal polysemy. 
Comments on Goldberg's Analysis
As we have seen just above, Goldberg (1995) proposes to take into consideration rich frame-semantic knowledge associated with verbs. Goldberg takes a verb's frame semantics to include both information about the particulars of the manner of an action and information about the number and type of participant roles. With the former, Goldberg demonstrates that such information figures in explaining several phenomena including distributional facts about adverbs and adjuncts. Goldberg (1995: 29-30 ) claims that we need to refer to the particulars of manner denoted by the verbs to account for the data in (7) and (8). (7) a. Joe walked into the room slowly. b.??Joe careened into the room slowly.
(8) a. Joe walked into the room with the help of a cane. b. ?Joe marched into the room with the help of a cane. c.??Joe rolled into the room with the help of a cane. d. *Joe careened into the room with the help of a cane. This claim is also confirmed by the data in (9), which are taken from Jackendoff (1990: 144) . (9) a. Bill kicked Harry with his left foot. b. *Bill kicked Harry with a stick. Jackendoff observes that the act of kicking selects the foot as an instrument that comes in contact with the target. In (9), this information serves to capture the difference in the selection of a felicitous adjunct.
So far so good. 
The Notion of a Frame
To have a good grasp of the notion of a frame, let us see the following definition:
By the term 'frame' I have in mind any system of concepts related in such a way that to understand any one of them you have to understand the whole structure in which it fits; when one of the things in such a structure is introduced into a text, or into a conversation, all of the others are automatically made available.
(Fillmore (1982: 111)) A lot of case studies have discussed the significance of the basic idea of frame semantics, according to which the meaning of a word can be understood only with reference to a background frame which is presupposed by any user or interpreter of the word. Fillmore and Atkins (1992, 1994) , for example, show that the concept of frame plays an important role in explaining the polysemy structure of a verb by means of a detailed description of the usage differences of the verb risk, as exemplified by (10). Fillmore and Atkins (1992: 99) observe that the risk sentences in (10) have different meanings, as shown in (11), where the elements expressed as the complement of the verb are put in the parentheses.
(10) a. He risked death.
[Actor, Harm] b. He risked a trip into the jungle. [Actor, Deed] c. He risked his inheritance.
[Actor, Valued Object] (11) a. "to act in such a way as to create a situation of (danger for oneself)" b. "to perform (an act) which brings with it the possibility of harm to oneself" c. "to act in such a way as to expose (something) to danger" They argue that the usage differences result from differences in the way in which the frame elements are syntactically realized, as displayed in the brackets in (10).4
Given Fillmore's definition of a frame, it follows that frame-semantic meaning should be rich enough to tell us how an element is related to the other elements. The following contrast is a case in point.
(12) a. John kicked Bill the ball.
b. *John kicked Bill the wall. In his review of Goldberg's (1995 ) analysis, Hirose (1996 points out that a background frame for kick has to refer to a scene like playing a game of soccer, where a role like recipient or goal is involved quite naturally. The significance of introducing such a frame is implied by Fillmore and Kay's (1993: Ch. 8, p. 21) claim that "'goal' makes no sense outside of the kind of scene in which some patient or theme (potentially) moves toward some intended destination."
When an act of kicking is understood against such a frame, the act is taken to be compatible with the notion of transfer. Thus whether or not the verb can occur in the ditransitive construction is determined by referring to the frame which involves a recipient or goal.5
As argued in Fillmore (1993: 4) and Fillmore and Kay (1993: Ch. 4) , frame-semantic meaning should not focus exclusively on the idio-4 Higashi (1990) explains the polysemy of the phrase at the expense of in a similar spirit. In his illuminating analysis of expressions with at the expense of like those exemplified in (i), Higashi argues that in construing the event of giving up a valued object for a certain purpose, one can focus on either the valued object or the resulting state in which it is lost.
(i) a. He finished the job at the expense of his health. (LDOCE2) b. Economic growth must not be pursued at the expense of environmental pollution. (COBUILD1) Higashi observes that in (ia), the complement of at the expense of refers to a valued object which someone has parted with to get another thing; and that in (ib), the complement refers to a situation caused by parting with some valued object.
5 See Nemoto (1998) for further discussion of a proper treatment of ditransitive kick in a constructional approach. syncratic aspects of each word. An illustration will help to clarify the point. It is observed that the locative alternation is found with verbs like load and spray, but not with verbs like pour and fill, as shown below:
(13) a. Bill loaded hay into the wagon. b. Bill loaded the wagon with hay.
(14) a. Bill poured water into the glass. b. *Bill poured the glass with water.
(15) a. *Bill filled water into the glass. b. Bill filled the glass with water. According to Pinker (1989) , thinking about a man filling a glass evokes knowledge about "his goals and intentions, the typical kinds of physical manipulation and instruments he may use (e.g., a faucet), the path, rate, and shape of the water as it moves, what a typical glass looks like, and so on" (p. 372). Pinker rightly claims that many bits of knowledge like these are not syntactically relevant.6
Three Background Frames
Having shown in what way the frame-semantic meaning of a verb should be rich, we are now in a position to proceed to a discussion of save. We introduce three background frames which will prove useful in explaining the syntax and semantics of the verb. Each frame is presented by displaying a set of categories and relationships that exist among them.
First, save can describe a rescue scene. Valued objects like living beings, interpersonal relationships, and organizations are potentially endangered: Human beings may suffer from an illness or other bad condition; organizations may cease to function properly; interpersonal relations may worsen or end. A rescue scene can be understood as involving the engagement of two bodies in an opposition of force in terms of Talmy's (1985) force dynamics. In this scene, someone or something 6 It should be noted that when Pinker says that syntactically relevant aspects of verb meaning do not correspond to notions like "frames" and "scripts," he envisions knowledge structures like the one mentioned above. This frame conception is different from what is envisioned by Fillmore's (1982) frame semantics. Thus Pinker's statement that "frames" are not syntactically relevant should not be taken to argue against the idea of a constructional approach incorporating frame semantics. overcomes some valued object's tendency to fall into a dangerous condition. The rescue frame can be represented as follows: The rescuer is introduced as the subject of a save sentence. The victim is represented as the complement of the verb. The danger is marked with the preposition from. The manner of realization of these frame elements are exemplified below.
(16) [rescuer, victim] a. An artificial heart could save his life. (COBUILD1) b. Hoare was an old friend of the couple and, hoping to save the marriage, tried to negotiate between them.
(TIME) (17) [rescuer, victim, danger] a. A new machine no bigger than a 10p piece could help save babies from cot death. (COBUILD2) b. An argument over the restaurant bill or at the cinema box office is humiliating and undignified for a man, and her good manners must save him from being put in such a situation. (LOB) Second, save can encode the event of storage. There is some valued object which may be lost if it is not well looked after. One can keep such an object for future by putting it in a place and leaving it there until it is needed. The background frame for this kind of event can be defined as follows:
The Storage Frame Categories: keeper: the person engaged in storing commodity: something valued by the keeper and expected to be needed later. Relation: A keeper keeps a commodity for future.
The keeper is expressed as the subject of a save sentence. The commodity is realized as the complement of the verb.
(18) [keeper, commodity] a. I decided I'd save the wine for later. (COBUILD1) b. We'll save some dinner for you if you're late.
(LDOCE3) Third, save can be used to describe the event of preventing waste of some valued object. When a person uses resources like time and money, the person must part with them. The use of resources is not an unfavorable thing for a person in itself, since the use of them is inevitable for a person to live a sound life. What should be avoided is a waste of them. The following is what we call the waste-prevention frame.
The Waste-Prevention Frame Categories: resources: resources intended for a certain purpose preventer: someone or something preventing the resouces from being wasted resource-possessor:
the person who possesses the resources trouble: the activity involving the waste of the resources part of the resources: that part of the resources which turns into the one that need not be used as originally planned Relations:
(i) A preventer causes a resource-possessor not to have trouble.
(ii) A preventer causes a resource-possessor to have part of the resources at his/her disposal.
As the following examples show, the preventer is introduced as the subject of a save sentence.
The trouble, resources, and part of the resources are represented as the complement of the verb. The resourcepossessor can be expressed as the subject when it is identical with the preventer, as in the (a) sentences in (19) which would have saved the two or three coppers on the Authority's laundry bill, would have been the right, the virtuous one. (LOB) The senses of rescue, storage, and waste-prevention are related to each other in that the three senses are subsumed under the more general sense of "keeping a valued object in a good condition."
Ditransitive Expressions
Storage save and waste-prevention save can occur in the ditransitive construction but rescue save cannot. Sections 4.1-4.3 deal with storage save, waste-prevention save, and rescue save, respectively. Section 4.4 will be concerned with the questions raised at the outset.
Storage SAVE
Considering the nature of the event of storage, we see that the event of storage can be done for someone and we can think of a person who uses the stored object. The one who uses the object is expected to receive the object before s/he uses it. Thus the notion of storage is compatible with that of transfer in that the event of storage can be a precondition for the event of transfer. Hence storage save allows ditransitive syntax, yielding the sense of intended transfer, i.e., "X intends Y to have Z."
Since storage save does not lexically encode transfer, as shown in (22a), the recipient role in a ditransitive sentence like (22b) is contributed by the construction. 
Waste-Prevention SAVE
As we have seen in section 3, when we construe an event of wasteprevention we can focus on the different facets of it. We will first examine an expression with the trouble as the complement of save. In the event of waste-prevention, the trouble, i.e. the activity involving the waste of the resources, should be avoided. Thus the save sentence with the trouble as the complement of the verb describes an event in which a preventer causes a resource-possessor not to have it. The semantics of this save sentence, "X causes Y not to have Z," matches one of the senses that the ditransitive construction can encode. Hence this use of save allows ditransitive syntax, as illustrated in (23).
(23) [preventer, resource-possessor, trouble] a. He probably would have saved himself a lof of trouble if he had admitted the possibility of error and solved the puzzle of the contaminated lab samples years earlier than he did. (TIME) b. At times, we were so hungry we stayed in bed to conserve our energy and to save ourselves the frustration of seeing shops full of eatables that we just didn't have the money to buy. (LOB) Unlike storage save, waste-prevention save involves three participant roles. The manner of integration of the verb and the construction is represented in Figure 2 (24) a. Mary saved a lot of trouble.
b. Mary saved John a lot of trouble. In (24a), Mary is released from trouble; but in (24b), it is John who is released from trouble. In a ditransitive expression with storage save, the construction contributes a recipient role which is not associated with a participant role of the verb. However, in a ditransitive sentence with the trouble as the complement of the verb, the resourcepossessor role is inherent in the meaning of the verb. Thus in this case, the ditransitive construction cannot be seen as contributing a role which does not correspond to a participant role of the verb. This consideration denies the possibility represented in Figure 3 .
For still another alternative, one might conjure up a manner of integration like would be considered to be derived from a transitive sentence like (25a) by causativization.
(25) a. Mary saved the trouble of doing the job. b. Steve saved Mary the trouble of doing the job. However, in (25a), Mary must be the preventer as well as the resourcepossessor, as indicated by the unacceptable sentence in (26).
(26) *Mary saved the trouble of doing the job, since Bill did the job for her. Hence the manner of unification as in Figure 4 is implausible.
We now turn to the other uses of waste-prevention save. When we construe the event of waste-prevention, we can also highlight the resources or part of the resources. In this event, the preventer brings about a situation in which the resource-possessor need not use part of the resources as originally planned so that s/he comes to have the part of the resources available for some other purpose.7 This event can be related to the notion of transfer in that the resource-possessor comes to have part of the resources at his/her disposal. Thus it can be encoded by ditransitive expressions, as shown below. (i) a. Steve saved Mary having to cook. b. Steve saved Mary cooking time. In (ia), Mary is released from the trouble of cooking. In this event, Steve's action brings about a situation in which Mary need not spend her time on cooking. By contrast, (ib) describes the event in which Steve's action changes a situation so that part of Mary's cooking time need not be used as originally planned. In our analysis, having to cook refers to the trouble role, which can be expressed either in nominal form, as in (19), or in gerundial form, as in (ia).
year. (TIME)
Like the use with the trouble as the complement, each of these uses inherently involves three participant roles. Thus, unlike storage save, waste-prevention save inherently involves a participant role which correnponds to a recipient role, i.e. a resource-possessor.
Rescue SAVE
Rescue save does not allow ditransitive syntax. This section probes into the factors blocking the integration of rescue save and the ditransitive construction.
First, let us look at (29). (29b) cannot be interpreted like (29a).8 (29) a. The doctor saved Mary's baby for her. b. *The doctor saved Mary her baby. In (29a), Mary benefits from the doctor's act. However, she cannot be analyzed as receiving her baby. Since a scene like this does not involve an event of transfer, it is incompatible with the semantics of the ditransitive construction.
Thus (29b) is unacceptable. In this connection, Wierzbicka (1988: Ch. 6 ) observes the contrast in (30).
(30) a. She washed him a cup (to drink from).
b. *She washed him his hair. Washing a cup can evoke a person who uses it. Thus we can think of a receiver of the cup. By contrast, in (30b), he is not considered to receive his hair after she washes it.
Second, consider the examples in (31).
(31) a. When the company building was burning, John saved the business letters for his boss. b.??When the company building was burning, John saved his boss the business letters. Unlike (29a), (31a) seems to be compatible with the sense of transfer, since the second complement refers to a thing which people can use. Why is this sentence unacceptable? Wierzbicka (1988: Ch. 6 ), citing the data in (32), argues that an event in which nothing becomes "ready to use" is at best remotely related to the semantics of the ditransitive construction.
(32) a. ?He fixed her a car.
b. ?He rebuilt her a house. Fixing a car or rebuilding a house involves a rather serious change which cannot be thought of as making an object ready for use. Similarly, the event described in (31a) cannot be taken to make the objects ready to use. Thus it does not fit the semantics of the ditransitive construction, as shown in (31b).
Third, sentence (33a) cannot be paraphrased by a sentence without the preposition from like (33b), thereby blocking ditransitive syntax.
(33) a. The doctor saved the baby from cot death.
b. *The doctor saved the baby cot death. By contrast, waste-prevention save can appear either in the form "NP V NP FROM NP," (34a), or in the ditransitive argument structure, (34b).
(34) a. Using a computer saved us from a lot of trouble. b. Using a computer saved us a lot of trouble. As indicated by Pinker's (1989) analysis of the locative alternation in terms of a gestalt shift, the semantics associated with a construction corresponds to a perspective for conceptualizing an event. According to Pinker, the same event can be interpreted either as moving hay into the wagon, as in (35a), or changing the state of the wagon by means of moving hay into it, as in (35b).
(35) a. Bill loaded hay into the wagon.
b. Bill loaded the wagon with hay. Similarly, the same event of waste-prevention can be construed either as causing a person to move away from trouble or as causing a person not to have trouble. The former matches the semantics of the configuration "NP V NP FROM NP," (34a), and the latter the semantics of the ditransitive configuration, (34b).
Then, the contrast in (33) is analyzed as indicating that one can construe the event of rescue as "causing a person to move away from some danger," but one cannot construe the same event as "causing a person to avoid some danger." Now the issue arises of why this is so? The nature of a recipient seems to be relevant here. Green (1974: 103-104) points out that in the ditransitive construction the first complement of the verb must be animate. Moreover, Goldberg (1995: 146) observes that a recipient must have the ability to receive the thing transferred, as illustrated in (36).
(36) *Bill threw the coma victim a blanket.
The unacceptability of this sentence indicates that the person in a coma cannot receive the object thrown toward him and hence cannot be fused with the recipient role in the ditransitive construction.
The discrepancy between the notions of rescue and transfer is thus attributable to a recipient's ability to receive some object. A recipient can decide whether to receive the trouble of doing something or not; but s/he cannot make a decision on whether to receive damage or not. This explanation is supported by the following data.
(37) a. That saved us from firm bankruptcy. b. ?That saved us firm bankruptcy.
(37a) encodes an event of rescue; but (37b) does not. (37b) is interpreted as describing the event of waste-prevention, i.e., the event of causing us not to have the trouble of going into bankruptcy. This sentence sounds odd since the event of going into bankruptcy does not usually involve a decision on the part of the parties concerned.9
4.4. The Answers to the Questions Our first question was why example (1a) encodes "X intends Y to have Z" and example (1b) "X causes Y not to have Z" rather than the reverse.
(1) a. John saved his boss the business letters. b. The director saved the section chief the trouble of sacking Bill. c. Steve saved Mary cooking time. d. If you buy the family-size box it will save you f1. In (1a), the second complement does not refer to resources, which one must part with when s/he uses them. The business letters are taken to be valued objects other than resources. Thus (1a) evokes the storage frame. Since the event of storage can be a precondition of the event of transfer, ditransitive expressions with storage save denote the sense of intended transfer, "X intends Y to have Z." In (1b), the second complement refers to trouble. Save sentences with the trouble role as the complement evoke the waste-prevention frame. In the event of waste-prevention, trouble should be avoided in order to use resources effectively. Thus waste-prevention save with the trouble role as the complement encodes the sense of negation of transfer, "X causes Y not to have Z."
Our second question was how the uses of save exemplified by (1) are linked to each other. The ditransitive use are not linked to each other directly. As we have seen above, the uses presented in (1) involve both storage save and waste-prevention save. Example (1a) If you buy the family-size box it will save you f1. The uses in (1b-d) are related to each other by way of their links to the common background frame.
As we have seen in section 4.3, there is a sense which does not allow ditransitive syntax, i.e. rescue save. The senses of storage, wasteprevention, and rescue are related to each other in that these senses are subsumed under the more schematic sense of "keeping a valued object in a good condition." Since the three background frames, i.e. the storage, waste-prevention, and rescue frames, can be said to form a cluster, the polysemy structure of the verb save is captured in terms of the way a given use is linked to the family of related background frames. Taylor (1996) shows that encyclopedic knowledge about lifestyles or the intention with which pointed out in Pinker (1989) , the verb meaning defined schematically does not figure in the determination of the verb's syntactic behavior. Pinker is concerned with the fact that verbs with similar meanings do not always display the same pattern of behavior. According to Pinker, basically verbs (41) a. *I drove Chicago the car. b. I drove the car to Chicago. However, members of the same broadly defined verb class do not show the same syntactic pattern, as exemplified by the following contrast.
(42) a. I threw John the ball. b. *I pulled John the box. Pinker (1989: Ch. 4) argues that the statement of the relevant generalization has to refer to narrowly defined subclasses: Throw belongs to a class of verbs which encode "instantaneous causation of ballistic motion"; pull belongs to a class of verbs which encode "continuous causation of accompanied motion in some manner."
The contrast in behavior between the two verbs are claimed to come from the following difference: While the event of throwing evokes a receiver in advance, the event of pulling can involve an ever-changing goal throughout its duration.
The Significance of Fairly Specific Verb Meaning
In Construction Grammar, whether a given verb can appear in a given construction is determined by the compatibility of verb meaning with constructional meaning. Since verb meaning is defined in terms activities are carried out is relevant to the determination of a verb's syntactic behavior. He observes that these apparently semantically related verbs display different syntactic behavior and to account for the syntactic properties we need to appeal to knowledge about the essential nature of the two activities. See also Jackendoff's (1996) reply to Taylor's commentary.
of frame-semantic knowledge, the frame-semantic meaning of a verb is assumed to be relevant to the determination of the verb's syntactic behavior. As we have stated in section 2.2, the purpose of this study is to demonstrate this point. In explaining the uses of the verb save, we have introduced three backgound frames, i.e. the rescue, storage, and waste-prevention frames. Thus in the present analysis the verb meaning defined in terms of these frames are claimed to figure in determining its syntactic behavior. In what follows, we will confirm this claim. Let us first examine an analysis in which the notion of a frame does not seem to be incorporated. Tanaka (1987: 239-241) defines the meaning of a sentence of the form "X save Y" in terms of two core meanings: One is "keeping Y from some force or influence"; the other is "setting Y aside for future use." The specific senses are thus said to be subsumed under either of the two schematic meanings. Let us now consider how a sentence like (1b) would be treated in his analysis.
(1) b. The director saved the section chief the trouble of sacking Bill. His analysis seems to regard the meaning of (1b) as an instance of the latter schematic sense. Under his analysis, the second complement would be taken to be a valued object set aside for future use rather than a thing pertaining to the waste of some valued object. Then his analysis cannot explain why sentence (1b) does not mean that the director intends the section chief to have the trouble of sacking Bill. In other words, his analysis cannot capture the semantic difference between (1b) and (1a).
(1) a. John saved his boss the business letters. In this analysis, it remains to be explained why a sentence like (1b), but not (1a), encodes "X causes Y not to have Z."
As we have seen in section 4.4, this fact can be explained in the present analysis, which incorporates the frame conception in the sense of Fillmore. The waste-prevention frame involves information concerning our ability to view the same event from different perspectives.
When the activity involving a waste of resources is highlighted, thereby expressed as the second complement of the verb, as in (1b), the save sentence is interpreted as "X causes Y not to have Z," since avoiding this kind of event is closely related to having resources at one's disposal. The waste-prevention frame tells us that the event of wasteprevention includes the event of causing someone not to have trouble, but not the event of causing someone to have trouble. Thus sentence (1b) cannot be interpreted in the same way as (1a). The same is the case with the following examples. (23b) is repeated here as (43b).
(43) a. "The buggers love shade", the rancher said. "I suppose because it saves them some loss of body water. They'll move around that rock all day, following the shade.
(BUC) b. At times, we were so hungry we stayed in bed to conserve our energy and to save ourselves the frustration of seeing shops full of eatables that we just didn't have the money to buy. (LOB) These sentences are associated with the semantics of "X causes Y not to have Z." This fact cannot be accommodated without recourse to the waste-prevention frame.
Next, let us look at the idea of constructional polysemy. Under this idea, one might think that the meaning of save remains constant across different uses and the difference in meaning of the full expressions are directly attributable to the constructions it appears in. In this view, verb meaning would be characterized schematically so as to encompass all the uses. As we have seen, the three types of event can be subsumed under a more schematic type of event. A schematic notion like "keeping a valued object in a good condition" is necessary to capt ure the links among the uses of save. However, the verb meaning defined at this abstract level, at which the distinctions among the three specific events disappear, fails to capture the facts that not all senses of save can be found in the ditransitive construction and that storage save and waste-prevention save differ in the manner of integrating the verb into the ditransitive construction.
Thus save should not be characterized schematically; rather it should be analyzed as having distinct senses, which are linked to the family of related background frames."
Conclusion
This case study has both a narrow and a broad objective. The narrow objective was to provide a natural description of the ditransitive expressions with the verb save. The broad objective was to uncover the role of frame semantics in Construction Grammar.
Armed with frame semantics, Construction Grammar is expected to encompass ever-wider arrays of data. This study has shown that this advantage cannot be obtained unless we have a proper conception of what it is like for frame-semantic meaning to be rich. This study has observed that in capturing the polysemy structure of save we need a schematic notion subsuming specific notions; and in explaining the various uses of the verb we need fairly specific notions.
In their analysis of the verb take, Norvig and Lakoff (1987) argue that there are some reasons why the same word is used to express different senses. The present study provides an argument for this view. We have seen that the several uses of save are related to each other by their links to the family of background frames. In particular, we have observed that the usage differences in waste-prevention save can be captured in terms of differences in the manner of syntactic realization of the frame elements. Hopefully, the present analysis suggests how frame-semantic knowledge should be incorporated in the description of verb meaning and its syntactic behavior. 
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